
MP-160.01
Building Area: (sf)
N/A

Cost per Square Foot: 
$55

Construction Cost
$3.3 Million

Date of Completion:
April 2018

Program Summary:
Urban revitalization, landscape renovation and reconstruction of a 
public park to maximize the river front connection with the historical 
urban context. 

Program Statement:
The nearly quarter mile long site is situated at an ideal visiting and local 
pedestrian friendly location, where the French Quarter in New Orleans meets 
the Mississippi River and connects to a larger system of riverfront parkways 
that spans over 3 miles. The site has 4 entry points from the city located at St. 
Peter, St. Ann, Dumaine and St. Phillip Streets. 

In preparation of the celebration of New Orleans' Tricentennial, the Client 
reevaluated the relationship between the site and the river and sensed a 
unique opportunity to strengthen the connection between the larger urban 
context and the site. The urban planning strategy implemented at the site was 
focused on connecting to the axes of Jackson Square Park (JS Park) and 
Washington Artillery Park (WA Park), creating additional resting program 
spaces, reconfiguring the complex circulation paths and lighting to ensure safe 
public passage for all users, and the widening of spaces to accommodate more 
occupants.

To align the axes of the site to WA Park, the path connecting the 2 parks was 
widened to the width of WA Park to create a cohesive path. Vehicular traffic 
was rerouted to flow underneath the connecting path. Once the user crosses 
the new path, they reach a new plaza the width of JS Park surrounded by new 
retaining walls programed with seating and resting areas. At the Dumaine St. 
and St Phillip St. entrance ramps were renovated to add landscape elements, 
new paving and site furniture.



MP-160.02
URBAN CONTEXT

The map illustrates the axes from 
WA Park and JS Park extending in 
the new design. 



MP-160.03
SITE ANALYSIS

Top View: Green Space

The new design adds native plants 
and trees to  the entry points and 
pathways of the site. The addition of 
trees will help provide much needed 
shade to the site.

Bottom View: Vehicle & Pedestrian 
Combined Circulation

The purple circulation path diagrams 
the new design’s reconfiguration of 
vehicular traffic. The extension of the 
pedestrian bridge enables vehicles 
and pedestrians to remain in 
separate zones. The parking lot was 
reconfigured to accommodate the 
new traffic flow.

The orange circulation path 
diagrams the flow of pedestrians on 
site.



MP-160.04
SITE ANALYSIS

Top View: Pedestrian Circulation

The orange lines diagram the 
reconfigured pedestrian flows and 
the addition of pedestrian ramps at 
the St. Phillip and Dumaine St. 
entrances to the site.

Bottom Left View:
Pre-renovation riverfront path.

Bottom Right View:
Final photograph of the riverfront 
path with new lighting and landscape 
elements installed.



MP-160.05
PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIONS

The new design focused on creating 
open inviting spaces that enable 
pedestrians to make safe passage 
between the complicated mix of 
vehicular and rail traffic to the 
riverfront.

Top view: Pre-renovation concrete 
path and stairs from WA Park to the 
riverfront.

Bottom view: Completed renovation 
of the pathway from Washington 
Artillery Park to the riverfront. The 
addition of retaining walls created 
space for a plaza along the riverfront 
and enabled the stairs and path to 
be widened to the width of WA Park.



MP-160.06
CONDITIONS PRIOR TO 
RENOVATION

Top Left View:
View of pre-renovation stairs at the 
river. The newly installed stairs are 
significantly wider.

Top Right View:
View of pre-renovation wooden 
pedestrian crosswalk prior to blue 
stone paver installment.

Bottom Left View:
View of pre-renovation park plaza.

Bottom Right View:
View of pre-renovation pedestrian 
path crossing through the parking lot 
behind WA Park.



MP-160.07
OVERALL SITE PLAN



MP-160.08
PLAZA PLAN



MP-160.09
DUMAINE ST. PLAN



MP-160.10
ST. PHILLIP ST. PLAN



MP-160.11
FINAL PROJECT IMAGE

View of the renovated pathway. 

The addition of bollard lights along 
the riverfront path provides a well-lit 
path in the evenings and nights. The 
streetlights remain to preserve  the 
site’s classic aesthetics.  Additional 
native trees and landscape elements 
were installed along the path.



MP-160.12
FINAL PROJECT IMAGE

View of the new plaza space. 

The new plaza was achieved by 
adding retention walls allowing the 
landside to reclaim space along the 
river front. The plaza’s width mirrors 
the width of Jackson Square Park to 
add harmony amongst the urban 
parks. The plaza’s design includes 
new paving, native landscaping, 
seating, and lighting. The formal 
layout of benches along the new 
fence and landscape boxes provides 
an unprogrammed space that is both 
open and intimate.



MP-160.13
FINAL PROJECT IMAGE

View of the renovated stairs. 

By installing a wider, lighted 
“bandstand stair” a new space was 
carved out that offers visitors a place 
to gather or musicians a space to 
play. Whether the stairs are used by 
performers or observers the design 
creates a safe place for stopping in 
an area that can become chaotic 
and crowded at times.
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